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SYNOPSIS

The novel begins with Huck himself writing the story. He briefly describes what has happened to him since *The Adventures of Tom Sawyer*. Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer become rich after finding the money of the robber had hidden in the cave and they got twelve thousand gold and then Judge Thatcher invested the money for them. The Widow Douglas adopted Huck and promised to civilize and behave him, but Huck found it quite pretty hard to live in her house all the time, always read, study and to be behave, considering how normal and decent the widow was always.

Dissatisfied with the new life, Huck want runs away. To runs away Huck gets helped from Tom. Tom agrees and he manages to bring Huck back by promising to stars a band of robbers. Not along time, Tom and Huck turning up the hill and met the other boy from the village. All the young boys in the town join Tom’s band and they use a hidden cave as hideout. Together they made the robber and murderer gang but would not kill the women.

The next days, Huck sees footprints in the snow, which he recognizes as Pap’s. When Huck lit her candle and went up to his room at night, there was pap sitting waiting for him. Huck realizes that Pap has returned to claim his money, and so he quickly runs to Judge Thatcher and sells of the money for a consideration of a dollar. Pap catches Huck and makes him hand the dollars, and threatens to beat Huck if he over goes to schools again.
Judge Thatcher and the Widow try to court custody of Huck, but a new judge in the loan refuses to separates Huck from Pap. Soon thereafter Pap steals Huck away from the Widow’s house and takes him to a log cabin. Huck says that he enjoys the life at first. Everyday Pap was so drunk that he kept falling over and eventually he gave and soon Huck decides to escapes after Pap starts to frequently beat him.

Pap returns to the town and Huck seizes the chance to escapes. He saws his way out of the log cabin, kill pig and spreads the blood as if it were his own, and then takes a canoe and floats downstream to Jackson Island and then he meet Jim, a run away slave from the owner “Miss Watson”. He runs away from Miss Watson because he will sell to other land lord and he will separate with his wife and his children.

Huck returns to the town dressed as a girl in order together some news. The women asked his real name, but the woman knows the truth that he was a boy, which wears girl dress. Then Huck and Jim go back to the canoe and silently set off, past in the end of the island and out into the wider river.

After in the save distance they built a wigwam in the middle to sleep in and made Huck place. They continue their journey passed St. Louis. In the middle of journey, the soon discover that there are three thieves on the wreck steamboat. Huck and Jim continue their journeys down the great Mississippi River. In Cairo they wanted to sell their raft and get on steamboat and go away up the Ohio River where Jim would free man.
Two humbugs named the King and the Duke are rescued by Huck. They immediately take over the raft and start to travel downstream and making money by cheating people in the various towns along the river.

Huck and Jim as the slaver was separated by the King and the Duke just forty dollars. Huck tries to find Jim’s track until he knows that Jim was in Phelp’s Sawmill. In that place Huck meet his aunty and also Tom. Tom played as Huck, which together they will set escaped Jim from a log cabin. They were successful to do it. In the end Huck and Jim is going back to Phelp’s family after Tom get shoot by the hunter in his legs and told everything what was the truth. Finally, Huck stayed with Aunt Sally and he know absolutely free without education or civilize is possible, because education is important to life.